32 DYNASPLINT PUBLICATIONS under Dr. Willis’ Leadership: 2007 to 2012


5) Curran SA; Willis FB. Chronic Ankle Contracture Reduced: a Case Series. Foot & Ankle Online. 2011 July 4(7):1-4 (Contracture > One year)


7) Thein-Brody L, Hall CM. Therapeutic Exercise, Moving Toward Function, 3rd Ed (Brody & Hall) 2010, Chapter 7 “Impaired Range of Motion and Joint Mobility,” pages 143-144.


15) Willis FB, John MM, Perez A. Plantar Fasciopathy Treated with Dynamic Splinting: A Randomized, Controlled Trial. *PM&R.* 2009 Sep 1;9, S169 (Abstract)


22) Freiling D, Lobenhoffer P. The surgical treatment of chronic extension deficits of the knee. *Oper Orthop Traumatol.* 2009 Dec;21(6):545-56. (German/English)


**Current Clinical Trials Designed by Dr. Willis**

**Current International Dynasplint Studies designed by Dr. Willis**
- Total Knee Arthroplasty (Knee Flexion Dynasplint) Dr Fernandes, Montreal
- Trismus (JAW Dynasplint) Dr Dijkstra, Netherlands